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ABSTRACT:
Image matching is a crucial procedure for multimodal remote sensing image processing. However, the performance of conventional
methods is often degraded in matching multimodal images due to significant nonlinear intensity differences. To address this problem,
this letter proposes a novel image feature representation named Main Structure with Histogram of Orientated Phase Congruency (MHOPC). M-HOPC is able to precisely capture similar structure properties between multimodal images by reinforcing the main
structure information for the construction of the phase congruency feature description. Specifically, each pixel of an image is
assigned an independent weight for feature descriptor according to the main structure such as large contours and edges. Then MHOPC is integrated as the similarity measure for correspondence detection by a template matching scheme. Three pairs of
multimodal images including optical, LiDAR, and SAR data have been used to evaluate the proposed method. The results show that
M-HOPC is robust to nonlinear intensity differences and achieves the superior matching performance compared with other state-ofthe-art methods.
1. INTRODUCTION
Multimodal remote sensing images (e.g., optical, LiDAR, SAR,
et al.) can reflect different properties of ground objects, and
provide complementary information for surface observation and
analysis (Zitova and Flusser 2003). The quantity and quality of
information extracted from multimodal data can be increased
significantly compared with that obtained from single-modal
data. To integrate multimodal images for Earth resources and
environment monitoring, one fundamental preliminary task is
image registration, which can ensure the spatial consistency of
these images. For image registration, the critical step is image
matching which detects control points (CPs) between images.
Thus, this letter aims to develop a robust matching method for
multimodal images.
In general, geometric distortions and nonlinear intensity
differences are the main difficulties for multimodal image
matching. Current satellite sensors can coarsely correct remote
sensing images by on-board global positioning system (GPS)
receivers and rigorous physical models, which can eliminate the
most global geometric distortions such as rotation and scale
differences and only a few pixels offset between images
(Bunting, Labrosse, and Lucas 2010; Gonçalves et al. 2012).
Accordingly, this paper mainly addresses the matching difficult
caused by nonlinear intensity differences between multimodal
images. Traditional image matching methods are usually
divided into two groups: feature-based methods and area-based
methods (Zitova and Flusser 2003). Feature-based methods are
the process of extracting a large number of common features
(such as points, lines, and regions) from the reference and
sensed images, and then match them for image registration.
However, it is difficult to extract highly repeatable common
features because of significant nonlinear intensity differences
between multimodal images, which degrades the matching
performance. By contrast, area-based methods perform feature
*

detection and matching simultaneously, avoiding the demand
for highly repetitive detection of common features. In general,
they define a template window of a certain size and then detect
CPs in the corresponding window by similarity measures. In
this case, it is important to determine a suitable similarity
measure for CP detection. The normalized cross correlation
(NCC) and the mutual information (MI) are commonly used as
the similarity measures (Gong et al. 2014). However, NCC
cannot effectively handle nonlinear intensity differences (HelOr, Hel-Or, and David 2014). Although MI can address
nonlinear intensity differences to some degree (Viola and Wells
1997; Suri and Reinartz, 2009), it is computationally expensive
and prone to mismatches (Ye et al. 2017), which limits its
widespread application for multimodal image matching.
Despite great differences in intensity and texture information
between multimodal images, it has been found that structure
properties of images remain stable in different modalities and
can be used as similarity measures for multimodal images
matching (Fan et al. 2018; Li et al. 2016;Ye et al. 2019).
Recently, Ye et al. (2017) proposed a feature descriptor based
on image geometric properties, named Histogram of Orientated
Phase Congruency (HOPC), which significantly improve the
matching performance. HOPC utilizes all the geometric
information to construct the feature descriptor. However, as
shown in Figure 1, there hardly exists a complete one-to-one
correspondence of structure information between multimodal
images. Local structural details, such as small plaque structures,
are quite different. Consequently, this feature descriptor has a
large amount of redundancy, which degrades the matching
performance to some extent. In comparison, the main structures
of large contours maintain a stable similarity between images.
Therefore, this letter constructs a novel feature descriptor based
on the main structure, which is named Main Structure with
Histogram of Orientated Phase Congruency (M-HOPC).
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Figure 1. Comparison of small plaque structures and main structure of the large contours. The local details of small plaque structures
are quite different (in red frame), whereas the main structures look similar between multimodal images.
Specifically, M-HOPC reinforces the structure similarity
between images by weighting the HOPC descriptor at the pixel
level using the main structure. The NCC of M-HOPC is
subsequently used as the similarity measure for image matching.

can be connected. In phase 3, a set of predetermined graphical
operators is used to correct defects in the corners and connect
the current sketch map, which can improve its spatial
organization. More details about the sketch pursuit algorithm
can be found in Guo, Zhu, and Wu (2007).

2. METHODOLOGY

Prior to isolated branch removal processing, it is necessary to
dislodge some line segments, which are too short in length and
scattered over the sketch map obtained in the above process.
This step could prevent these line segments from complicating
the extraction of the main structural features. The isolated
branch removal relies on the processed sketch map. During
implementation processing, the linking function is used to
generate lists of edge-line points with two nodes (starting and
ending points) for each line segments in the sketch map. After
that, an adjacency matrix is built for each node to determine
which edge-line points lists are linked to the node. This will be
used to clean up the isolated segments and branches that are
shorter than a set length. Finally, these remaining lists are
transferred back into the binary edge image to acquire the main
structure consisting of edge contours.

This section presents a new feature representation method
(named M-HOPC), which reinforces the main structure
information in the construction of feature descriptor and aims to
precisely capture common structure properties between
multimodal images. Then, a similarity measure is defined based
on M-HOPC, followed by a template matching scheme to detect
CPs between images.
2.1 Main structure detection
The main structure is inspired by Guo et al. (2007). They
proposed an algorithm for tracking a sketch map, which is
actually an extension of the Canny edge detector to model the
line segments in the image structure domain (Canny 1986).
However, when there are a couple of complicated object
features in remote sensing images, the algorithm would extract
some broken edge segments, which may interfere with the
representation of the structure properties in the feature
description. In order to precisely remove the small plaque
structure, the main structure acquired procedure is divided into
two parts: the sketch pursuit processing and the isolated branch
removal. The sketch pursuit processing mainly consists of three
phases. In phase 1, for each pixel, multi-scale and multiorientation Gabor filters are used to initialize the sketch map. In
phase 2, one of the maximum intensity edge-lines on the entire
image is taken as the initial point, and the remaining edge-line
points are searched within a certain area to connect them into a
line segment. Repeat this process until no more edge-line points

Figure 2 shows an example. (a) is the original image. (b) is the
edge detected by the canny detector. Since the subsequent
processing is difficult to separate the large contours from the
small plaque structures and selectively delete the small patch
edges may cause the loss of the main structure information, it is
not suitable for extracting the image main structure. (c) is the
sketch map, where the large contours can be easily
distinguished from other line segments. However, due to the
richness of the remote sensing image features, the obtained
sketch map is too broken to be directly applied to construct the
feature descriptor. Therefore, it is necessary to remove the
isolated branch for further processing, and the resulting main
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structure, shown in (d), is applied to the subsequent feature
description.
2.2 Description of M-HOPC
M-HOPC is constructed by referring to the framework of HOPC,
which is based on the finding that structure properties of the
same scene in different modalities generally maintain a stable
similarity. HOPC has achieved better results than traditional
methods. However, there are still some flaws in its feature
representation. For example, it exploits all structure information
of images to construct the feature descriptor.

each pixel decreases as it is away from the main structure.
Therefore, each pixel t has an independent weight w(t ) in the
template window. A weight template is shown in Figure 3(d),
with brightness ranging from black to white and weight values
ranging from 0 to 1. In particular, the weight of the pixel on the
main structure is 1.
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Figure 2. Comparison of different edge detection algorithms, (a)
original image, (b) canny edge detection, (c) primal sketch, (d)
main structure.
This deteriorates the matching performance because geometric
structures are not a complete one-to-one correspondence
between multimodal images. In order to strengthen the
similarity of structure properties in the feature representation,
M-HOPC uses the main structural information as a mask to
assign an independent weight to each pixel in the construction
of feature descriptor, thereby increasing the proportion of large
contours and reducing the adverse impact of local details such
as small plaque structures (Padfield 2012). Figure 3 shows the
processing chain of the M-HOPC descriptor.
(1) The process starts from the extraction of the original image
(Figure 3(a)), which yields a binary edge image of the main
structure consisting of 0 and 1 (Figure 3(b)). In Figure 3(c), the
distance from the main structure to each pixel is obtained by
distance transformation. The image visualization can be
represented as: the brightness is proportional to the distance, i.e.,
the black represents the near distance while the white represents
the far distance. Particularly, the distance value of the pixel on
the main structure is 0, and it has the darkest brightness in the
image. Next, Gaussian distribution is used to calculate the
weight of each pixel, which can be expressed as:
−

d ( t )2

2
(1)
w(t ) = A  exp 2 + c
Where A is a coefficient of the normal distribution, and c is
the constant that avoids a weight of zero. d (t ) denotes the
distance from the main structure to each pixel. The weight of

(4)

Fig.3 Main processing chain for M-HOPC descriptor.
(2) Following this stage, the phase congruency amplitude and
orientation of each pixel are calculated in a template window of
a certain size to provide feature information for M-HOPC. The
template window is subsequently divided into some overlapping
blocks, each block is composed of some fixed-size units,
namely “cells”.
(3) In the third stage, an orientation histogram is formed in each
cell of the overlapping blocks, where each pixel contributes to
the histogram by the weight obtained in (1). Then, the
histograms are collected and normalized within blocks. This
process forms the M-HOPC descriptor for each block.
(4) At the final stage, the M-HOPC descriptors of all the
overlapping blocks in the template window are collected into a
feature vector, which can be used to construct the similarity
measure for image matching.
2.3 Image Matching Scheme
First, some evenly distributed salient points on the reference
image are detected as the interest points through the blockbased Harris operator (Ye and Shan 2014). Then, the M-HOPC
descriptors are extracted for the template windows centered at
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these interest points. Finally, each of these template windows
slides pixel by pixel in the search area, and the NCC of MHOPC is used as the similarity measure to detect CPs on the
sensed images.
3. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, the matching performance of M-HOPC is
evaluated by comparing with three state-of-the-art similarity
measures (i.e., NCC, MI, and HOPC). The image sets,
implementation details, evaluation criterion, and experimental
analysis are as follows.

3.1 Image Sets
Three pairs of multimodal images are chosen for our
experiments. These images have been systematically corrected
by rigorous physical models and resampled to the same ground
sampling distance (GSD), which removes obvious geometric
distortions such as rotation and scale differences between these
images. However, due to different imaging mechanisms, there
are significant nonlinear intensity differences between images.
Table 1 presents the descriptions of the image sets.

Table 1. Descriptions of the test images
Test

Image pair

Size (pixels) and GSD

Date

Characteristic

Test 1

Daedalus visible
Daedalus infrared

512×512, 0.5m
512×512, 0.5m

4/2000
4/2000

Urban area

Test 2

LiDAR intensity
WorldView2 visible

550×550, 2m
550×550, 2m

10/2010
10/2011

Urban area with high
building and noise

Test 3

Google Earth visible
TerraSAR-X SAR

500×500, 3m
500×500, 3m

3/2009
1/2008

Urban area with significant
noise

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4. The CPs identified by M-HOPC (template size 100×100 pixels) for image pairs.
(a) Test 1: Visible-to-Infrared. (b) Test 2: LiDAR-to-Visible. (c) Test 3: Visible-to-SAR.
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Figure 4(a) is a pair of visible and infrared images, which
locates in urban areas with rich structural features. Because of
different imaging spectral ranges between images, some ground
objects there show the intensity inversion. Figure 4(b) is a pair
of LiDAR intensity and visible images, in which the imaging
mechanism of LiDAR causes significant noise. Figure 4(c) is a
pair of visible and SAR images. Some ground features have
changed due to a 14-month temporal difference. All of these
differences can cause serious difficulties for image matching.
3.2 Implementation Details
In the experiment, 200 evenly distributed interest points are
extracted on the reference image by a block-based Harris
operator (Ye and Shan 2014). Subsequently, NCC, MI, HOPC,
and M-HOPC are respectively applied to CP detection in the
search region (20×20 pixels) of the sensed image, which
employs a template matching strategy with different window
sizes (Ye et al. 2017) (from 10×10 to 100×100 pixels at 10pixel intervals). Then the subpixel positions are determined
through fitting a similarity surface using a quadratic polynomial
model (Ma, Chan, and Canters 2010). Based on the results, we
analyse the influence of template size changes on the matching

(a)

performance of these similarity measures. During the matching
process, HOPC and M-HOPC are set to the same parameters for
a fair comparison.
3.3 Evaluation Criterion
The similarity surface and profile, the correct match rate (CMR),
and the root mean square error (RMSE) are used as evaluation
criteria during this procedure.
(1) Similarity surface and profile: normally, the similarity
surfaces and profiles reach its peak values when the CP pair is
precisely aligned.
(2) CMR: correct match rate is selected as the evaluation
criterion, which is defined as CMR=CM/N×100%. CM is the
number of correct CP pairs, and N is the number of total CP
pairs. If the positioning error is less than 1.5 pixels, the CP pair
is considered as a CM.
(3) RMSE: the RMSE of correct CP pairs is used for accuracy
evaluation. The matching results with small RMSE values are
more accurate than those with large RMSE values.

(b)
Search area

+

+

Template window

(c)

(d)

(e)

Figure 5. Similarity surfaces and profiles of different similarity measures.
(a) Visible and SAR images. (b) Similarity surface and profile of NCC. (c) Similarity surface and profile of MI.
(d) Similarity surface and profile of HOPC. (e) Similarity surface and profile of M-HOPC.
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Figure 6. CMR values versus the template sizes of different similarity measures.
(a) Test 1: Visible-to-Infrared. (b) Test 2: LiDAR-to-Visible. (c) Test 3: Visible-to-SAR.
3.4 Experiment Analysis
Figure 5 shows the similarity surfaces and profiles of these
similarity measures for a pair of visible and SAR images. NCC
and MI present the peak values in the wrong positions, and the
peak of HOPC slightly deviates, which indicates that their
matching results are inaccurate. Instead, M-HOPC reaches the
maximum value at the accurate matching position, and its
similarity surface and profile are quite smooth. These results
preliminary illustrate that M-HOPC is more robust to nonlinear
intensity differences.
Figure 6 shows the CMR values of the four similarity measures
for three image sets. M-HOPC performs the best, followed by
HOPC and MI. NCC performs poorly and has the lowest CMR
value because it is vulnerable to nonlinear intensity differences
(Hel-Or, Hel-Or, and David 2014). In addition, with the change
of template sizes, the matching performance of MI fluctuates
greatly. Taking Test 1 (Visible-to-Infrared) as an example, MI
has the lowest CMR value of only 5.5%(with the template size
of 10×10 pixels). The reason is that the joint entropy of images
calculated by MI is sensitive to the template size (Hel-Or, HelOr, and David 2014). In contrast, M-HOPC and HOPC, which
based on structure properties, exhibit stable performance.
Especially, M-HOPC can achieve a maximum CMR value at
100%, which is more than six times the level of the NCC,
likewise higher than MI (83%) and HOPC (97%). This is
mainly because M-HOPC reinforces the main structure
information to precisely capture similar structure features.
In general, the matching performance of M-HOPC varies for
different image sets. Since the high-resolution image set
(Visible-to-Infrared) has clear structure and shape information
(such as the contour of buildings and edge lines), which is
beneficial for the extraction of the main structure features, MHOPC performs better for this image set than the lower
resolution image sets. For Test 2 (LiDAR-to-Visible) and Test 3
(Visible-to-SAR), the performance of M-HOPC is decreased by
the existence of noise and insufficient structure information.
However, it also achieves higher CMR values than other
similarity measures. The CPs detected by M-HOPC are shown
in Figure 4.

Figure7 shows the RMSEs of the correct CP pairs detected by
the four similarity measures in the template size of 100 ×100
pixels. It can be observed that the M-HOPC has the smallest
RMSE value, thus achieves the highest matching accuracy.
Overall, these results demonstrate the superiority of M-HOPC
in multimodal image matching.

Figure 7. RMSEs detected in the template size of 100 ×100
pixels for the correct CP matches of the four similarity measures.
4. CONCLUSIONS
In this letter, we propose a novel feature representation based on
the main structure information of images, named M-HOPC,
which aims to address the matching difficulties caused by
nonlinear intensity differences. In the construction of M-HOPC,
we reinforce the structure feature descriptor by the main
structure extracted from images, which enables M-HOPC to
precisely capture the structure similarity between images. Then
the NCC of M-HOPC is used as a similarity measure to detect
CPs. The results of the experiment show that M-HOPC
outperforms the other state-of-the-art methods, and improves
the matching performance. However, this algorithm suffers
from some limitations. If images have strong geometric
distortions (such as large rotation and scale differences), it is
still not possible to obtain the satisfactory matching results.
These restrictions will be further addressed in the near future.
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